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This paper deals with qualitative evaluation processes when the worth of items is com-
puted by means of Sugeno integral. One limitation of this approach is the coarse ranking
of items it produces. In order to reﬁne this ranking, generalizations of leximin and leximax
to Sugeno integrals are studied. Numerical encodings of such generalized lexicographic
methods are described by means of mappings from the qualitative value scale to the reals.
In some of these transformations Sugeno integral is changed into a Choquet integral. The
issue of reﬁning the capacity at work in Sugeno integral also receives a preliminary exam-
ination. This work relies on a previous similar attempt at reﬁning prioritized minimum and
maximum aggregations (in the setting of decision under uncertainty) into a so-called big-
stepped weighted average, encoding a very reﬁned qualitative lexicographic ordering of
items.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Qualitative decision theory is a framework that suits situations where the evaluation of complex objects cannot rely on
the availability of full-ﬂedged numerical ratings. This is typical of electronic commerce, or recommender systems (that pro-
vide advice or suggestions) for instance. In many cases, it sounds more satisfactory to implement a choice method that is fast,
and based on rough information about the user preferences and knowledge. Two research lines can then be followed in the
qualitative framework: the non-commensurable approach and the absolute approach.
Following the ﬁrst approach, the various aspects involved in the evaluation process (e.g., uncertainty, utility, importance
of criteria) are rated on different value scales that are unrelated to one another. This view is close to the framework of voting
theories after Arrow [2], Sen [33] etc. It may lead to the same technical difﬁculties. In the case of decision under uncertainty,
various authors [4,37,6–8,38] propose to compare the merits of acts on the basis of their tuples of utilities restricted to the
set of most plausible states: degrees of utility are never compared to degrees of plausibility, but only to degrees of utility.
The absolute approach presupposes the existence of a common totally ordered value scale (typically a ﬁnite one), for all
kinds of local ratings. For instance grading both likelihood and utility on the same scale. This is based on the idea that any
decision involving uncertainty can be compared in terms of preference to a sure gain or a sure loss (involving utility only). In
multifactorial evaluation, it corresponds to the assumption of adopting a common value scale for various criteria involved
and their importance weights. Decision rules generalizing maximin and maximax criteria can be deﬁned on this ordinal scale
[43,41,16]. They are special cases of Sugeno integral [35,36], a general qualitative aggregation that can be used as a decision
criterion under uncertainty [17], and a tool for multicriteria aggregation [30]. The rationality of these qualitative aggregation
tools was established using an axiomatic approach in the style of Savage [18], or in the style of conjoint measurement [23,5].
Such qualitative criteria can be instrumental to solve discrete decision problems involving ﬁnite state spaces, or problems
where it is not natural, or very difﬁcult, to elicitate numerical utility functions or probabilities. Namely,. All rights reserved.
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reached, and partial information on the current state. This case can be found in robotic planiﬁcation problems;
 when only a very high level description of a decision problem is available, where states and consequences of decisions are
coarsely deﬁned (for instance in some kinds of strategic decision-making);
 or yet when there is no time to quantify utilities and probabilities because a fast advice is requested (like in recommender
systems).
A number of natural properties any realistic decision theory should satisfy in such applications can be laid bare:
(1) Faithfulness to available information supplied by decision-makers, as poor as it be: an ordinal declarative approach
sounds closer to human capabilities.
(2) Cognitive Relevance: The number of levels in the value scale must be small enough (according to well-known psycho-
logical studies, not more than seven).
(3) Good Discrimination: especially respecting the strict Pareto-dominance.
(4) Decisive Power: avoiding incomparability and favoring linear rankings.
(5) Exhaustivity: Taking into account all available information, especially the importance of criteria or the plausibility of
states of affairs.
These requirements are often conﬂicting. Weighted averages are information-demanding, and hardly compatible with the
limited perception capabilities of human decision-makers. The maximin criterion is too extreme and neglects available infor-
mation. Approaches based on ordinal preference relations either leave room to incomparability to a large extent, or focus too
much on the most important aspects. Approaches based on an absolute value scale improve the expressivity of maximin and
maximax criteria by accounting for the respective plausibility of states or the importance of criteria. They provide rankings of
decisions but lack discrimination power because the set of objects to be ranked contains just as many classes of equally
preferred items as the number of steps in the value scale. There is some inconsistency between the requirement of a
ﬁne-grained discrimination (respecting Pareto-dominance) and the requirement of a total (especially transitive) ranking
of alternatives in the qualitative framework.
In order to cope with this limitation, reﬁnements of the ﬁnal ranking of decisions have been devised, in the restricted case
of prioritized minimum and maximum [19]. Following this approach, the ﬁnal ranking of decisions is not only qualitative (it
relies on the use of leximin and leximax procedures [10]) but it also satisﬁes all the properties of a weighted average (like in
expected utility theory). And it can indeed be represented as a weighted average, where the utility functions and the weight
functions are big-stepped, i.e. form superincreasing (or decreasing) sequences.
In the present paper, we try to extend this approach to the case where interaction between criteria exist. The natural cri-
teria aggregation tool is then Sugeno integral. The idea is to reﬁne Sugeno integral-based rankings using similar leximin and
leximax ingredients. Beforehand it should be noticed that the reﬁnement of the prioritized minimum and maximum by a
weighted average is made possible by the fact that these criteria do not strongly violate the preferential independence axiom
obeyed by the latter: only a blurring effect is observed, which causes the lack of discrimination. But due to the strong vio-
lation of the independence by Sugeno integral, the latter cannot be reﬁned by means of a weighted average. In fact, due to the
role of comonotonicity in the representation of Sugeno integral, the natural numerical criterion reﬁning the latter is Choquet
integral, now used in decision analysis for some time [21].
Section 2 presents properties of Sugeno integral. Section 3 explains why Sugeno integral lacks discrimination power. Sec-
tion 4 recalls basic results on the reﬁnement of qualitative prioritized maximum and minimum bymeans of a weighted aver-
age. They are instrumental for the rest of the paper. Sections 5–7 contain the main results of the paper. First, reﬁnements of
Sugeno integral are proposed that preserve the set-function representing the importance of features. Another approach
based on qualitative Moebius transforms is proposed, where the capacity is changed into a belief function. Section 7 provides
some insight into the problem of reﬁning a non-additive set-function, since part of the lack of discrimination is due to the
non-additivity of the set-function weighting criteria or states of nature. A preliminary version of the ﬁrst six sections was
presented at the ECSQARU 2007 conference and published in its proceedings [13].2. Sugeno integral as a qualitative decision rule
A decision evaluation problem will be cast in the usual framework: we consider a setF of n features or criteria (denoted
by integers i), and a set X of objects or items to be rated according to these points of view. For rating the merit of objects,
there is a totally ordered value scale ðL;6Þ, supposed to be common to all features, with top > and bottom ?. In the numer-
ical case, L ¼ ½0;1 for instance. In the qualitative case, it is a ﬁnite chain. We will then denote by kj the elements of L, with
k0 ¼?< k1 <    < km ¼ >. Moreover, L is equipped with its involutive order-reversing map m; in particular mð>Þ ¼
?; mð?Þ ¼ >. The rating of objects x 2 X according to feature i are denoted by Greek letters ai; bi; . . . 2 L. The weight of a fea-
ture will be denoted by pi, when numerical, and pi when qualitative.
The set X of objects will be identiﬁed with the set Ln of n-tuples ~a of values of L. The idea is that objects having the same
description cannot be distinguished. We denote by k constant tuples containing the same rating k for each feature. The top
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and the worst rated objects. If~a;~b 2 Ln, and A is a subset of features,~aA~b denotes the tuple such that ð~aA~bÞi ¼ ai if i 2 A, and bi
otherwise. In particular, a binary tuple is denoted by aAb and is such that ðaAbÞi ¼ a 2 L if i 2 A, and b 2 L otherwise. A Bool-
ean tuple is of the form >A?.
This framework covers not only multifactorial evaluation but decision under uncertainty as well. ThenF is a set of states
of nature, x is an act, understood as a mapping from F to a set X of consequences, and ai is the degree of utility of the
consequence of this act when the state is i. Then weight pi is the degree of probability of a state and weight pi its degree
of possibility. Whatever the chosen framework, the problem is to evaluate and compare tuples of ratings of the form
~a ¼ ða1;a2; . . . ;anÞ 2 Ln.
The most usual numerical aggregation rule in multifactorial evaluation (assuming L  ½0;1) as well as decision under
uncertainty is based on the weighted average:WApð~aÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
pi  ai: ð1ÞA tuple ~a is then strictly preferred to another tuple ~b if and only if WApð~aÞ > WApð~bÞ. Such a weighted average implicitly
assumes that the features are preferentially independent with respect to each other. When dependencies between features
have to be taken into account, the decision-making procedure had better rely on a Choquet integral aggregation:Chvð~aÞ ¼
Xm
j¼1
vðAkj Þ  ðkj  kj1ÞÞ; ð2Þwhere Akj ¼ fi : 1 6 i 6 n;ai P kjg. In this approach, the importance of groups of features is assumed to be directly captured
by means of a monotonic set-function v : 2F ! ½0;1 (also called a capacity), such that:vð;Þ ¼ 0; vðFÞ ¼ 1;A#B) vðAÞ 6 vðBÞ:
The use of such a set-function is very general and natural in this context. It includes additive measures (hence, the weighted
average is a particular Choquet integral) and most other well-known set-functions (including belief and plausibility func-
tions, necessity and possibility measures. . .).
2.1. Sugeno integral and its special cases
In the following, we assume the value scale is qualitative, and a qualitative capacity is denoted by j. In this case, the most
general type of aggregation operation is Sugeno integral (see [22]). The global evaluation of the merits of an object is based
on the comparison of ratings of the object with respect to the evaluation scale, and the importance of groups of features is
evaluated on the same scale (it is modelled by their j values). Sugeno integral is often deﬁned as follows:Sjð~aÞ ¼max
k2L
minðk;jðAkÞÞ; ð3Þwhere Ak ¼ fi : 1 6 i 6 n;ai P kg is the set of features having best ratings for objectx, down to utility threshold k, and jðAÞ is
the degree of importance of feature set A.
If the set of features is rearranged in decreasing order in such a way that a1 P   P an, then denoting
Ai ¼ f1;2; . . . ; ig; Sjð~aÞ can be expressed in terms of features as follows:Sjð~aÞ ¼ max
i¼1;...;n
minðai;jðAiÞÞ: ð4ÞIt turns out that Sjð~aÞ is the median of the set fa1; . . . ;ang [ fjðA1Þ; . . . ;jðAn1Þg whose cardinality is ever odd. For a binary
tuple aAb where aP b, SjðaAbÞ is the median value in the set fa; b;jðAÞg. The original deﬁnition of Sugeno integral [35]
actually had the following form:Sjð~aÞ ¼max
A# S
minðjðAÞ;min
i2A
aiÞ: ð5ÞThis expression shows a trade-off between the degrees of importance of feature sets and their worst ratings in such sets.
The prioritized maximum and minimum aggregations are particular cases of Sugeno integrals (e.g. [25]). These aggrega-
tions are based on an L-valued possibility distribution p [44] onFmeasuring the importance of individual features: the ordi-
nal value pi represents the importance of feature F. The prioritized maximum Wþp is retrieved when j is a possibility
measure based on distribution p (jðAÞ ¼maxi2Api):Wþpð~aÞ ¼ maxi¼1;...;n minðpi;aiÞ: ð6ÞThis optimistic aggregation proposed in [44,43] is a qualitative counterpart to the weighted convex sum, where the sum is
replaced by a sup (a max in the ﬁnite case) and the product by an inf (a min in the ﬁnite case). It is an extension of the max-
imum aggregation: Wþð~aÞ ¼maxi¼1;...;nai:
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ing map on L). It is a pessimistic criterion proposed in [41,16], of the form:Wpð~aÞ ¼ min
i¼1;...;n
maxðmðpiÞ;aiÞ: ð7ÞSo, mðpiÞ represents the degree of negligibility of feature i. In particular, mðpiÞ ¼ > for fully neglected features. The value of
Wp ð~aÞ is small as soon as there exists a highly important feature (mðpiÞ ¼?) with low utility rating for the object. This aggre-
gation is actually a prioritized extension of the Wald maximin criterionWð~aÞ ¼ min
i¼1;...;n
ai: ð8ÞThis rule rates objects on the basis of their least preferred marginal ratings. It was advocated and axiomatized by Arrow and
Hurwicz [1]. It is recovered in case of equally important features, i.e. when pi ¼ > for all i ¼ 1; . . . ;n in (7). In the prioritized
version, decisions are made according to the merits of objects using the worst rated among the most important features. The
set of important features AH ¼ fi : pi P mðWp ð~aÞÞg) achieves a trade-off between importance and marginal ratings as ex-
pressed in the min–max expression.
2.2. Properties of Sugeno integrals and the induced ordering
The basic properties of Sugeno integrals exploit disjunctive and conjunctive combinations of ratings. Deﬁne a tuple~a ^~b as
the one that always gets the worst ratings of ~a and ~b for each feature, while ~a _~b always gets the best of them:ð~a ^~bÞi ¼ ai if bi P ai and bi otherwise; ð9Þ
ð~a _~bÞi ¼ ai if ai P bi and bi otherwise: ð10ÞThey are respectively intersection and union of fuzzy sets viewed as n-tuples of values. Obviously Sjð~a ^~bÞ 6 minðSjð~aÞ;
Sjð~bÞÞ and Sjð~a _~bÞP maxðSjð~aÞ; Sjð~bÞÞ. The ﬁrst one holds with equality for the possibilistic pessimistic criterion Wp
and the second one likewise for its optimistic counterpartWþp . These properties hold with equality whenever~a or~b is a con-
stant tuple, i.e., noticing that SjðkÞ ¼ k,Sjð~a ^ kÞ ¼minðSjð~aÞ; kÞ and Sjð~a _ kÞ ¼maxðSjð~aÞ; kÞ:These properties are in fact characteristic of Sugeno integrals for monotonic aggregation operators (e.g. [25]).
Let us now denote by  a preference relation among objects. Its strict part is denoted by  and deﬁned by ~a ~b() ~a 
~b and :ð~b  ~aÞ. Finally, ’ denotes its symmetric part (~a ’~b() ~a ~b and ~b  ~a). Sugeno integral deﬁnes such a preference
relation that is a weak order on Ln (i.e. a complete and transitive relation):~a sugj ~b() Sjð~aÞP Sjð~bÞ: ð11Þ
When there is no ambiguity, we simply use the notation sug . We also write ~a P ~b when~a weakly dominates~b in the sense
of Pareto, namely:~a P ~b() ai P bi; 8i ¼ 1; . . . ;n: ð12Þ
Sugeno integral is weakly Pareto-monotonic, i.e., it obeys:
Axiom WPAR : 8~a;~b;~a P ~b) ~a sugj ~b.
A tuple ~a is said to j-dominate~b whenever 8k 2 L;jðAkÞP jðBkÞ. This is a general form of Stochastic dominance. From its
expression as in (3), Sugeno integral is obviously in agreement with this kind of comparison:
Axiom WGSD: If ~a j-dominates ~b then Sjð~aÞP Sjð~bÞ.
2.3. Null sets
Some features may be considered totally useless in the evaluation process.
Null Sets: A set of features A is said to be null with respect to a preference relation  on tuples if and only if
8~a;~b;~c 2 Ln;~aA~c ~bA~c.
In other words, the preference pattern between two objects does not depend on ratings according to features inside set A.
These features have thus no importance. If  is deﬁned by a weighted average, null sets A are characterized by pi ¼ 0;8i 2 A.
This is different when Sugeno integral is used.
Proposition 1. When the preference relation is deﬁned by Sugeno integral Sj, A is null if and only if jðA [ BÞ ¼ jðBÞ;8B.
Proof. If A is null, then let~a ¼ ?;~b ¼ >, and for any set B,~c ¼ >B?. Then Sjð~aA~cÞP Sjð~bA~cÞ reads jðB n AÞP jðA [ BÞ, hence
jðBÞ ¼ jðA [ BÞ. Conversely, assume jðA [ BÞ ¼ jðBÞ;8B. Then Sjð~aA~cÞ ¼maxðh1; h2Þ where
1 Axi
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E#Ac
min jðEÞ;min
i2E
ci
 
; and
h2 ¼max
EAc
min jðEÞ; min
i2E\Ac
ci;min
i2E\A
ai
 
;where Ac is the complement of A. When EAc let C ¼ E \ Ac;D ¼ E \ A– ;, and notice that by assumption, jðEÞ ¼ jðCÞ; it
leads to:h2 ¼ max
C#Ac ;; – D#A
min jðCÞ;min
i2C
ci;min
i2D
ai
 
:This also writes:h2 ¼ min max;–D#A mini2D ai;maxC#Ac min jðCÞ;mini2C ci
  
¼min max
; – D#A
min
i2D
ai; h1
 
6 h1:In consequence, Sjð~aA~cÞ ¼ h1 ¼maxE#Ac minðjðEÞ;mini2EciÞ, which does not depend on the features of ~a in A. Hence A is
null. h
This characteristic property of null sets was proposed by Murofushi and Sugeno [28] who proved its equivalence with our
deﬁnition for Sugeno integral. Remark that if A and B are null, so is A [ B and conversely (as also proved by Murofushi and
Sugeno). If the preference relation  is deﬁned by a Sugeno integral, A null obviously implies jðAÞ ¼?, but jðAÞ ¼? does
not imply that A is null. For instance assume there are three features and let j be the necessitymeasure built on the possibility
distribution pi ¼ >;8i. Consider the tuples > and ?f1g>. Obviously, jðf1gÞ ¼?. But feature 1 is not null; indeed,
Sjð>Þ ¼ > > Sjð?f1g>Þ ¼? (it is the median of f?;?;>g). However, if j is a possibility measure, then jðAÞ ¼? implies that
A is null.3. The weak discrimination power of qualitative preference functionals
Sugeno integrals, like other more specialized qualitative criteria, suffer from a lack of decisiveness and fail to satisfy strict
monotonicity, i.e. the Pareto principle of efﬁciency:Axiom SPAR : ~a P ~b implies ~a ~b;8~a;~b
where P denotes the strict part of the Pareto-dominance: ~a P ~b if and only if ~a P ~b, and 9i not null such that ai > bi. This
general principle says that, if ~a is as least as good as ~b on each feature, and better than ~b on some non null feature1, then ~a
should be strictly preferred to ~b. However, even if ~a P ~b, it may be that Sjð~aÞ ¼ Sjð~bÞ, so that SPAR is not satisﬁed. This lack of
discrimination is due to the so-called drowning effect.
3.1. Several drowning effects
The ‘‘drowning effect”, is related to the use of idempotent operations – max and min. In particular, when two objects have
identical good consequences for some important features, they may globally rate the same, although they may have signif-
icantly different ratings for the other features. As a consequence the principle of strict Pareto dominance is not satisﬁed, as
already noticed.
For instance, let n ¼ 2 features, m ¼ 10; kj ¼ j. Let ~a and~b be two objects whose ratings according to features 1 and 2 are
listed below.
Consider the capacitiesom SPAR does not apply to features forming null sets, which by deﬁnition do not play any role in the preference between acts.
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possibility distribution p1 ¼ >, p2 ¼ 2. All these measures contain the same ordinal information with respect to the relative
importance of the features (1 is more important than 2 that is not null).
One can check that, for each ji:Sji ð~aÞ ¼maxðminð9;jiðf2gÞÞ;minð7;jiðf1;2gÞÞ ¼ 7;
Sji ð~bÞ ¼maxðminð8;jiðf2gÞÞ;minð7;jiðf1;2gÞÞ ¼ 7:So, Sji ð~aÞ ¼ Sji ð~bÞ;8i, although ~a strictly dominates ~b (as a1 ¼ b1 and a2 > b2). The drowning effect is here due to the max-
imum operator: in both Sji ð~aÞ and Sji ð~bÞ the external maximum is driven by the term minð7;jiðf1;2gÞ, which is equal to 7.
The second term (minð9;jiðf2gÞÞ for ~a, minð8;jiðf2gÞÞ for ~b) is not taken into account.
A second drowning effect may exist, driven by the minimum operator: suppose that the rating of both acts on feature 1 is
the least possible –?. Then the termminð7;jiðf1;2gÞ should be replaced byminð?;jiðf1;2gÞ, which is equal to?. For each of
the capacities, the maximal term is the ﬁrst one, equal to minð9;jiðf2gÞÞ ¼ jiðf2gÞ for ~a and minð8;jiðf2gÞÞ ¼ jiðf2gÞ since
jiðf2gÞ < 8. Hence, the Pareto-dominance of ~b by ~a on feature 2 is drowned by the fact that the weight jiðf2gÞ is very low.
Finally, one shouldnotice that a third drowning effect is present, inherent to the capacity itself. Indeed, the capacities are not
required to satisfy the strict Pareto principle. Applied to sets of features, this conditionwrites 8A;B;jðBÞ >?)jðA [ BÞ > jðAÞ.
Probabilities obviously satisfy it. But possibility measures, and plausibility measures in the sense of Shafer [34] fail to satisfy
this property.
Overcoming these drowning effects is the major motivation of the results presented in the paper.
3.2. Pareto-dominance and preferential independence
The drowning effect is also often understood as an incapacity to obey preferential independence (a form of Savage’s Sure-
Thing Principle):
Axiom PI: ~aA~c ~bA~c if and only ~aA~d ~bA~d.
It can be severely violated by Sugeno integral. It is easy to show that there may exist four tuples such that ~aA~c ~bA~c
while~bA~d  ~aA~d. It is enough to consider Boolean tuples (subsets) and notice that, generally if A is disjoint from B [ C, noth-
ing forbids a fuzzy measure j to satisfy jðBÞ > jðCÞ along with jðA [ CÞ > jðA [ BÞ (for instance, belief functions are such).
The prioritized maximum and minimum Wþp and W

p violate independence to a lesser extent since they obey the following
weak form of PI:
Axiom WPI: 8A;8~a;~b;~c;~d;~aA~c ~bA~c) ~aA~d ~bA~d:
It has been shown by Marichal [24] that axiom PI is generally not compatible with Sugeno integrals. We can moreover
prove that Sugeno integrals are almost incompatible not only with PI, but also with the less demanding principle of Pareto
efﬁciency.
Theorem 2. Relation sugj is Pareto efficient if and only if there exists a unique feature i	 such that 8A;jðAÞ ¼ > if i	 2
A;jðAÞ ¼? if i	 R A.
Proof. Suppose i	 such that 8A;jðAÞ ¼ > if i	 2 A;jðAÞ ¼? if i	 R A. Then, 8A; i	 R A, A is a null set since jðA [ BÞ ¼ jðBÞ ¼? if
i	 R B, and jðA [ BÞ ¼ jðBÞ ¼ > if i	 2 B. So, all features are null, but i	. So, SjðxÞ ¼ ðxÞi	 satisﬁes SPAR.
Conversely, suppose 9A;> > jðAÞ ¼ k >?. Then consider the constant tuple k and tuple >Ak P k. Obviously SjðkÞ ¼
k ¼ jðAÞ and Sjð>AkÞ ¼maxðminðk;>Þ;minð>;jðAÞÞÞ ¼ jðAÞ. Since A is not null, this result constitutes a violation of the
principle of efﬁciency. Hence we must restrict to Boolean set-functions such that jðAÞ 2 f?;>g. Now let A;B be disjoint
subsets such that jðAÞ ¼ jðBÞ ¼ >. Consider objects aAb and aðA [ BÞb, with a > b. Then SjðaAbÞ ¼ SjðaðA [ BÞbÞ ¼ a while
clearly aðA [ BÞb P aAb. So the set-functions obeying strict Pareto efﬁciency must be such that jðAÞ ¼ jðBÞ ¼ > implies
A \ B–;. So the minimal sets A such that jðAÞ ¼ > cannot be disjoint. If one such minimal set A contains at least two features,
then consider the n-tuple ~d such that di ¼ a for some i 2 A, dk ¼ b; for k 2 A, k – i, and ? otherwise. Clearly,~d P bA ?. It is
clear that Sjð~dÞ ¼ SjðbA ?Þ ¼minðjðAÞ; bÞ ¼ b. Hence A must be a singleton fi	g. Hence it is unique. h
Note that theorem could be reformulated as follows: sug is Pareto efficient if and only if there exists a unique essential
feature according to which objects are compared. This result means that Sugeno integral involving more than one feature
cannot be efﬁcient. Such impossibility results are not necessarily damning. It indeed remains possible to look for a reﬁne-
ment of the weak ordering induced by Sugeno integral, i.e. get a decision rule coherent with Sugeno integral (i.e. following
the strict preference induced by latter, if any) but possibly overcoming the drowning situations, and thus being more dis-
criminant than Sugeno integral.
The problem of reﬁning the weak ordering induced by Sugeno integrals was actually studied by Murofushi [27]. This
author showed a result similar to the one above considering a weaker condition that SPAR, namely, if ai > bi;8i ¼ 1; . . . ;n
then~a ~b. He noticed the lack of discrimination of Sugeno by proving that sug satisﬁes the latter property only if the capac-
ity j takes values in f?;>g. He then proposed to reﬁne it by means of several capacities j1; . . . ;jq inducing a tuple of global
evaluations ðSj1 ð~aÞ; . . . ; Sjq ð~aÞÞ for each ~a. Murofushi then proposed to reﬁne the sug ordering by a lexicographic use of the
tuples of global evaluations, showing conditions to recover the SPAR axiom.
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distribution, can be reﬁned by a weighted average, which corresponds to a generalization of the leximax and leximin proce-
dures. So there is hope to reﬁne the ordering sug by exploiting these recent results.
4. Reﬁned qualitative prioritized maximum and minimum
The basic natural way to overcome the lack of discrimination power of Sugeno integrals consists of reﬁning the ordering
sug . Recall that for any preference relation , a reﬁnement of  is a different relation 0 on the same universe such that:~a ~b) ~a0~b: ð13Þ
Lexicographic reﬁnements are a natural way to go in a qualitative setting. They can reﬁne both the Pareto-ordering and the
pessimistic ordering based on Wald criterion. They were recently successfully extended to overcome the lack of discrimina-
tion of the possibilistic qualitative decision rules (i.e. for criteria Wp and W
þ
p ) [19]. Since these results are the basis of the
ﬁndings in the present paper, they are recalled in the remainder of the Section.
4.1. Additive reﬁnements of minimum and maximum
When comparing tuples, the drowning effect of the minimum aggregation can be ﬁxed by the so-called leximin ordering.
Symmetrically, the leximax ordering overcomes the lack of discrimination of the maximax prioritized maximum criterion.
Practically, the leximin procedure (resp. the leximax procedure) consists in ordering both tuples in increasing (resp. decreas-
ing) order and then lexicographically comparing them [10].
Deﬁnition 3 (leximax, leximin). Let ~a;~b 2 Ln. Then
 ~a lmax ~b() 9i; 8j < i;aðjÞ ¼ bðjÞ and aðiÞ > bðiÞ;
 ~a lmin ~b() 9i; 8j > i;aðjÞ ¼ bðjÞ and aðiÞ > bðiÞ;
 ~a 
lmax ~b() ~a 
lmin ~b() 8j; aðjÞ ¼ bðjÞ;
where, for any ~w 2 Ln, wðkÞ is the kth greatest element of ~w (i.e. wð1Þ P   P wðnÞÞ.
Both rules conclude to indifference if and only if the corresponding reordered tuples are the same. The leximin ordering is
a reﬁnement of both the Pareto-ordering and the maximin-ordering [14]: mini¼1;...;nai > mini¼1;...;nbi implies ~a lmin ~b and
~a P ~b implies ~a lmin ~b. leximin optimal decisions are always indeed min-optimal and Pareto-maximal: lmin is the most
selective among these preference relations. The leximin ordering can discriminate more than any symmetric aggregation
function: for instance, the reordered tuples can be different (and thus the leximin criterion is capable of discriminating) even
when (assuming numbers) the sum of ai’s equals the sum of bi’s. Similar remarks apply to the leximax ordering with respect
to the maximax criteria.
Interestingly, the qualitative leximin and leximax rules can be simulated by means of a sum of numerical values provided
that the levels in the qualitative (ﬁnite) utility scale L are mapped to values sufﬁciently far away from one another on a
numerical scale. Consider an increasing mapping / from L to the reals. It is possible to deﬁne this mapping in such a way
as to reﬁne the maximax ordering:max
i¼1;...;n
ai > max
i¼1;...;n
bi implies
Xn
i¼1
/ðaiÞ >
Xn
i¼1
/ðbiÞ: ð14ÞFor instance, the transformation /ðkjÞ ¼ Nj with N > n achieves this goal. It is a super-increasing mapping in the sense that
/ðkjÞ >
P
k<j/ðkkÞ;8j ¼ 1; . . . ;m. In order to map L to [0, 1] so that /ðk0Þ ¼ 0 and /ðkmÞ ¼ 1 just take /ðkjÞ ¼ N
j1
Nm1.
It can actually be checked that the leximax ordering is retrieved by means of this reﬁnement, based on the sum:~a >lmax ~b if and only if
Xn
i¼1
/ðaiÞ >
Xn
i¼1
/ðbiÞ: ð15ÞFunction /ðÞ is convex, which is in line with the optimistic behavior of Wþ.
A similar encoding of the leximin procedure can be achieved by means of a sum, using another super-increasing mapping
of the form wðkjÞ ¼ k /ðmðkjÞÞ, (for instance, with k ¼ 1, the transformation wðkjÞ ¼ 1Nj1Nm):min
i¼1;...;n
ai > min
i¼1;...;n
bi implies
Xn
i¼1
wðaiÞ >
Xn
i¼1
wðbiÞ: ð16ÞIt can actually be checked that the leximin ordering is retrieved by means of this reﬁnement, function wðÞ being concave,
which is in line with the pessimistic behavior of W.
The qualitative pessimistic and optimistic Wald criteria are thus reﬁned by means of a numerical criterion with respect to
a risk-averse and risk-prone utility function respectively, as can be seen by plotting L against numerical values in /ðLÞ and
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dures make mathematical sense even in this case.
4.2. Additive reﬁnements of possibilistic preference functionals
Prioritized maximum and minimumWþp andW

p can be reﬁned by means of weighted averages, thus recovering Savage’s
ﬁve ﬁrst axioms [19]. Consider ﬁrst the prioritized maximum Wþp under a given possibility distribution p. We can again de-
ﬁne an increasing mapping v from L to the reals such that vðk0Þ ¼ 0 and especially:max
i¼1;...;n
minðpi;aiÞ > max
i¼1;...;n
minðpi;biÞ
implies
Xn
i¼1
vðpiÞ  vðaiÞ >
Xn
i¼1
vðpiÞ  vðbiÞ:
ð17ÞA sufﬁcient condition is that:8j 2 f1; . . . ;mg; vðkjÞ2 P Nvðkj1Þ  vð>Þ ð18Þ
for N > n. The increasing mapping is such that:vðkmÞ ¼ 1; vðk0Þ ¼ 0; vðkjÞ ¼ N
N2
mj ; j ¼ 1; m 1 ð19Þwhere N ¼ nþ 1 can be chosen, with m ¼j L j. Moreover, let fE0; . . . ; Ekg be the partition of f1;2; . . . ;ng induced by p, such
that 8i; i0 2 Ej;pðiÞ ¼ pði0Þ and whenever j > j0; i 2 Ej; i0 2 Ej0 ;pðiÞ > pði0Þ. Ek contains the most important features, and E0 the
null features. Let K ¼ 1P
l¼1;k jEl jvðplÞ
. Deﬁne v	ðkjÞ ¼ KvðkjÞ, it holds that:
 p ¼ v	ðpðÞÞ is a probability assignment respectful of the possibilistic ordering of states. In particular, p is uniform on equi-
possible states (the sets Ej). Moreover, if i 2 Ej then pi is greater than the sum of the probabilities of all less probable states,
that is, pi > PðEi1 [    [ E0). Such probabilities generalize the linear big-stepped probabilities that form a super-increas-
ing sequence [3] (recovered when the Ei’s are singletons) and are simply called big-stepped probabilities here.
 The vðkjÞ’s coefﬁcients form a super-increasing sequence of reals rm > . . . > r1 such that 8mP j > 1; rj > n  rj1 that can be
encoded by a convex real mapping.
 The preference functionalWAþvðpÞð~aÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
v	ðpiÞ  vðaiÞ ð20Þis a big-stepped weighted average function (e.g. an expected utility criterion) for a risk-seeking decision-maker, and
Wþp ð~aÞ > Wþp ð~bÞ implies WAþvðpÞð~aÞ > WAþvðpÞð~bÞ. Namely this is precisely Eq. (17) up to the multiplicative constant K. i.e.,
the weighted average criterion so-obtained reﬁnes the prioritized maximum criterion. As a reﬁnement, it is perfectly com-
patible with but more decisive than the latter. Since it is a weighted average, it obviously satisﬁes preferential independence
PI as well as strict Pareto-dominance SPAR. Moreover, it does not use any other information but the original ordinal one. It
can be shown that it is not the only criterion in this family of sound ‘‘unbiased” reﬁnements, but it is the most efﬁcient
among them (up to an equivalence relation), since it reﬁnes any unbiased reﬁnement of the prioritized maximum criterion
(see [19] for more details).
The prioritized minimum criterion can be similarly reﬁned. Notice thatWp ð~aÞ ¼ mðWþp ðmð~aÞÞÞ, with mð~aÞi ¼ mðaiÞ using the
order-reversing map m of L. Then, choosing the same mapping v	 as above, one may have thatmin
i¼1;...;n
maxðmðpiÞ;aiÞ > min
i¼1;...;n
maxðmðpiÞ;biÞ
implies
Xn
i¼1
v	ðpiÞ  /ðaiÞ >
Xn
i¼1
v	ðpiÞ  /ðbiÞ;
ð21Þwhere /ðkjÞ ¼ 1 vðmðkjÞÞ (it is equal to 1 N
N2
j , for j < m, and 1 if j ¼ m, with the same value of N as for the prioritized max-
imum). Coefﬁcients /ðkjÞ form a super-increasing sequence that can be encoded by means of a concave real mapping, and the
weighted average criterionWAvðpÞð~aÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
v	ðpðiÞÞ  /ðaiÞ ð22Þis a risk-averse one, that reﬁnes Wp in the sense that W

p ð~aÞ > Wp ð~bÞ implies WAvðpÞð~aÞ > WAvðpÞð~bÞ.
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The orderings induced by WAþvðpÞð~aÞ and WAvðpÞð~aÞ actually correspond to generalizations of leximin and leximax to pri-
oritized minimum andmaximum aggregations, thus bridging the gap between prioritized maximum andminimum and clas-
sical decision theory. To make this generalization clear, let us simply consider that leximin and leximax orderings are deﬁned
on sets of tuples whose components belong to a totally ordered set ðK;DÞ, say leximinðDÞ and leximaxðDÞ. Now, suppose
ðK;DÞ ¼ ðLl;PlminÞ or ðK;DÞ ¼ ðLl;PlmaxÞ, with any l 2 N. Then, nested lexicographic ordering relations can be recursively de-
ﬁned by nesting procedures such as leximinðPlminÞ, leximaxðPlminÞ, leximinðPlmaxÞ, and ﬁnally leximaxðPlmaxÞ, that can com-
pare L-valued matrices.
Consider the procedure leximaxðPlminÞ deﬁning the relation lmaxðlminÞ, for instance. It applies to matrices ½a of dimension
q1  q2 with coefﬁcients aij in ðL;PÞ. These matrices can be totally ordered in a very reﬁned way by this relation. Denote by
ai row i of ½a. Let ½aH and ½bH be rearranged matrices ½a and ½b such that terms in each row are reordered increasingly and
rows are arranged lexicographically top-down in decreasing order. ½a lmaxðlminÞ ½b is deﬁned as follows:9k 6 q1 s:t: 8i < k; aHi ¼lminbHi and aHk>lminbHk:
Relation lmaxðlminÞ is a complete preorder. ½a ’lmaxðlminÞ ½b if and only if both matrices have the same coefﬁcients up to the
above described rearrangement. Moreover, lmaxðlminÞ reﬁnes the ranking obtained by the prioritized maximum criterion:max
i¼1;...;q1
min
j¼1;...;q2
aij > max
i¼1;...;q1
min
j¼1;...;q2
bij implies ½a lmaxðlminÞ ½b:and especially, if ½a Pareto-dominates ½b in the strict sense (8i; j;aij P bij and 9i	; j	 such that ai	 j	 > bi	j	 ), then ½a lmaxðlminÞ ½b.
Comparing tuples ~a and ~b in the context of a possibility distribution p can be done using relations lmaxðlminÞ applied to
n 2 matrices with coefﬁcients in ðL;6Þ, n being the number of features, namely on the matrices ½ap and ½bp with coefﬁ-
cients api1 ¼ pi and api2 ¼ ai, bpi1 ¼ pi and bpi2 ¼ bi.
The weighted average WAþvðpÞð~aÞ deﬁned in the previous section precisely encodes the relation lmaxðlminÞ:
Theorem 4 [19]. WAþvðpÞð~aÞPWAþvðpÞð~bÞ if and only if ½ap lmaxðlminÞ ½bp.
In other terms, WAþvðpÞ applies a leximax procedure to utility degrees weighted by possibility degrees. Similarly, WA

vðpÞ
applies a leximin procedure to utility degrees weighted by ‘‘impossibility degrees”:
Theorem 5 [19]. WAvðpÞð~aÞPWAvðpÞð~bÞ if and only if ½amðpÞ lminðlmaxÞ ½bmðpÞ.
That is the weighted average WAvðpÞð~aÞ just encodes the application of a procedure leximin(leximax) not directly on ½ap
and ½bp but on the corresponding matrices ½amðpÞ and ½bmðpÞ with coefﬁcients ½amðpÞi1 ¼ mðpiÞ and ½amðpÞi2 ¼ ai, ½bmðpÞi1 ¼ mðpiÞ
and ½bmðpÞi2 ¼ bi.
As a consequence, the additive preference functionals WAþvðpÞð~aÞ and WAvðpÞð~aÞ reﬁning the prioritized maximum and
minimum are qualitative despite their numerical encoding. Moreover, the two orderings lmaxðlminÞ and lminðlmaxÞ of acts
are deﬁned even on coarse ordinal scales L while obeying preferential independence.
The two relations coincide if the utility functions are Boolean. This is not surprising since lmin and lmax are conjugate
(~a lmin ~b if and only if ðmðb1Þ; . . . ; mðbkÞÞ lmax ðmða1Þ; . . . ; mðakÞÞ. Another formulation of this result consists in noticing that
WAþvðpÞð~aÞ andWAvðpÞð~aÞ share the same big-stepped probability function. This representation is probabilistic, although qual-
itative, and the probability function encodes precisely the lexi-reﬁnement of both possibility and necessity orderings iden-
tiﬁed by [15]:A PLex B if and only if ~pA lmax ~pB; ð23Þ
where ~pA is the tuple ða1; . . . ; anÞ such that ai ¼ pi if i 2 A and ai ¼? otherwise. This importance relation among sets of fea-
tures is called ‘‘leximax” likelihood [15,12]. It is a complete preordering which reﬁnes the possibilistic ordering of sets
(A P B() PðAÞP PðBÞ, where 8A# S;PðAÞ ¼maxi2Api) together its conjugate necessity ordering (A N B() NðAÞP
NðBÞ, where 8A# S;NðAÞ ¼ mðPðAcÞÞ). The leximax reﬁnement PLex of a possibility ordering induced by a uniform possibility
distribution on features coincides with the comparative probability relation induced by the uniform probability distribution.
This is not surprising in view of the fact that the leximax likelihood relation is really a comparative probability relation in the
usual sense, representable by a big-stepped probability function.
4.4. Lessons learnt for reﬁning Sugeno integral
The results presented above obviously suggest that Sugeno integral could be reﬁned in a similar way. Some preliminary
remarks provide some insight on the possible extension of this criterion.
First, the reason why the prioritized maximum and minimum could be reﬁned by means of a weighted average is because
these qualitative aggregation rules satisfy a weak form of preferential independence, namely WPI. However, there is no hope
of reﬁning Sugeno integral by means of a weighted average since the former strongly violates axiom PI. However, the form of
Sugeno integral:Sjð~aÞ ¼ max
j¼1;...;m
minðkj;jðEkj ÞÞ
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by the qualitative one j:Chvð~aÞ ¼
Xm
j¼1
vðEkj Þ  ðuj  uj1Þ;where uj is a numerical encoding of kj. Choquet integral is additive on co-monotonic tuples~u and ~u0, and, for such tuples, the
sure-thing principle is valid [32,24]. Sugeno integral is minitive and maxitive for co-monotonic tuples and obeys, for such
acts, the weak form of independence (WPI) satisﬁed by the prioritized minimum and maximum:
Proposition 6. If ~aA~c;~bA~c;~aA~d and ~bA~d induce the same ordering of features, then the following property holds:
Sjð~aA~cÞ > Sjð~bA~cÞ implies Sjð~aA~dÞP Sjð~bA~dÞ.
Proof. Let f1; . . . ;ng be the joint ordering of features induced by the four tuples. Then let Ai ¼ f1; . . . ; ig and pi ¼ jðAiÞ;8i ¼
1 . . . ;n. The one can write Sjð~aA~cÞ ¼Wþp ð~aA~cÞ, Sjð~bA~cÞ ¼Wþp ð~bA~cÞ, Sjð~bA~dÞ ¼Wþp ð~bA~dÞ, and Sjð~aA~dÞ ¼Wþp ð~aA~dÞ. Hence WPI
holds for such four acts. h
Sugeno integral also respects stochastic dominance in the wide sense, which is one of the key axioms proposed in [31] to
axiomatize Choquet integral in Savage style.
Actually, restricting to tuples of utilities that rank features in a prescribed order, Choquet integral behaves like a weighted
average and Sugeno integral behaves like a prioritized minimum or maximum. So reﬁning a Sugeno integral by means of a
Choquet integral looks like the right way to go, relying on the method for reﬁning the prioritized minimum andmaximum by
means of a weighted average.
However, as Sugeno integral takes various equivalent forms, the result of the reﬁnement will depend on the chosen form
to which a big-stepped transformation is applied. Hence, there are two approaches one might think of for achieving this
program.
 Applying a super-increasing transformation directly on the original deﬁnition of Sugeno integral, thus preserving the
nature of the original capacity. This approach preserves the potential lack of discrimination due to the set-function.
The latter can be reﬁned in turn if needed. This approach can be used on the forms (3) or (4) of Sugeno integral.
 Applying a super-increasing transformation to the expression (5) of Sugeno integral, involving all subsets of features. A
representation of the capacity by means of an ordinal counterpart to the Moebius transform is used to reduce the redun-
dancy of expression (5). The questionable point in this method is that the nature of the capacity changes in the transfor-
mation since it becomes a belief function. But the method retrieves the weighted average reﬁnement of the prioritized
maximum criterion as a special case.
5. Capacity-preserving reﬁnements
In its standard expression Sjð~aÞ ¼maxkj2L minðkj;jðAkj ÞÞ, the two operators max and min are monotonic but not strictly,
hence two nested drowning effects. The simplest idea to reﬁne Sugeno integral is to consider a leximax(Plmin) reﬁnement of
this maxmin expression. However, we can also use expression (4) of Sugeno integral where we maximize over the feature
set, yielding another reﬁnement. The reconciliation of the two approaches is discussed.
5.1. Reﬁnements respecting stochastic dominance
Consider the following decision rule, based on a straightforward lexicographic reﬁnement of the standard expression (3):~a lsugL ~b() ½~ajL lmaxðlminÞ ½~bjL; ð24Þwhere ½~ajL is a m 2 matrix on ðL;6Þ with coefﬁcients ~ajj1 ¼ kj and ~ajj2 ¼ jðAkj Þ, i ¼ 1; . . . ;m. Note that jðAk0 Þ ¼ > always,
and we do not need rowð?;>Þ in the matrix. The properties of lmaxðlminÞ are thus inherited:
Corollary 7. lsugL is a complete and transitive relation. It reﬁnes the ranking of acts sug provided by Sugeno integral Sj.
Moreover, since the maximum operator in the standard expression is taken over elements of the scale L, we are fully in
agreement with stochastic dominance:
Proposition 8. ~a
lsugL ~b() 8k;jðAkÞ ¼ jðBkÞ;
If ~a j-dominates ~b (8k;jðAkÞP jðBkÞ and jðAkÞ > jðBkÞ for some k) then ~a lsugL ~b.
Example 9. Consider tuples ~a such that ai ¼ 5 if i 2 A and 2 otherwise, and~b such that bi ¼ 7 if i 2 B, 4 if i 2 C and 2 other-
wise, where B and C are disjoint sets of features. Assume jðAÞ ¼ 4, jðBÞ ¼ 2, jðB [ CÞ ¼ 5. Then the following matrices ½~ajL
and ½~bjL with rows (kj;jðAkj ÞÞ and ðkj;jðBkj ÞÞ can be devised:
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> ?
7 ?
5 4
4 4
2 >
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
; ½~bjL ¼
> ?
7 2
5 2
4 5
2 >
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
:It is clear that Sjð~aÞ ¼ Sjð~bÞ ¼ 4, but~a lsugL ~b since the maximal leximin-pair on each side is ð4;5Þ 
lmin ð5;4Þ and then ð4;4Þ is
the next dominating pair.
Now, being a leximax (Plmin) procedure, lsugL can be encoded by a sum of products. We can for instance use a super-
increasing function v similar to the previous one, built with respect to the number of levels in the scale L rather than with
respect to the number of features. Here, the max operator applies to them positive levels in L rather than to the n features of
F, hence we choose constant N ¼ mþ 1 in the deﬁnition (19) of function v. We can now immediately derive:
Theorem 10. ~a lsugL ~b()
P
k2LvðkÞ  vðjðAkÞÞP
P
k2LvðkÞ  vðjðBkÞÞ:
So, we deﬁne a new evaluation function ElsugL , that reﬁnes the ranking provided by Sj, in agreement with lsugL :
ElsugL ð~aÞ ¼
X
k2L
vðkÞ  vðjðAkÞÞ: ð25ÞIt should be noticed that ElsugL ð>A ?Þ is proportional to vðjðAÞ) i.e. when utility degrees are Boolean, the comparison of tuples
in terms of ElsugL is perfectly equivalent to the comparison in terms of j – that is why we say that this reﬁnement preserves
the capacity. However, the aggregated evaluation ElsugL is not idempotent since E
lsug
L ðkjÞ ¼
P
k6jvðkkÞ–kj. The numerical repre-
sentation we look forward to is a Choquet integral (2), which preserves idempotence.
Notice that Sugeno integral is of the form maxmj¼1 minðkj; cjÞ with >P c1;P . . . ;P cm 2 L, letting cj ¼ jðAkj Þ. Then the fol-
lowing result is instrumental:
Lemma 11. Consider three groups of coefﬁcients >P c1 P   P cm 2 L, >P d1 P   P dm 2 L, and k1 <    < km ¼ > 2 L,
there exists an increasing mapping U : L! ½0;1 such that Uð?Þ ¼ 0;Uð>Þ ¼ 1 and:max
j¼1;...;m
minðkj; cjÞ > max
j¼1;...;m
minðkj; djÞimpliesXm
j¼1
UðcjÞ  ðUðkjÞ Uðkj1ÞÞ >
Xm
j¼1
UðdjÞ UðkjÞ:Proof. Increasing mappings U : L! ½0;1 such that Uð?Þ ¼ 0;Uð>Þ ¼ 1 clearly exist. The most demanding situation for
ensuring that the above strict inequality between maxmin qualitative expressions enforces the other quantitative inequality
side is when maxj¼1;...;m minðkj; cjÞ ¼ kk and maxj¼1;...;m minðkj; djÞ ¼ kk1, with moreover, cj ¼?;8j > k and cj ¼ kk;8j 6 k, while
dj ¼ >;8j < k 1, and dj ¼ kk1;8jP k 1. Then the quantitative inequality reads:Xk
j¼1
UðkkÞ  ðUðkjÞ Uðkj1ÞÞ >
Xk2
j¼1
Uð>Þ UðkjÞ þ
Xm
j¼k1
Uðkk1Þ UðkjÞ:In order to ensure the above inequality, noticing that
 Pkj¼1UðkkÞ  ðUðkjÞ Uðkj1ÞÞ ¼ UðkkÞ2
 Pk2j¼1Uð>Þ UðkjÞ þPmj¼k1Uðkk1Þ UðkjÞ < Uðkk1Þ  ððk 2ÞUð>Þ þPmj¼k1UðkjÞÞ < NUð>ÞUðkk1Þ,
we can require a stronger sufﬁcient condition: UðkkÞ2 P NUð>ÞUðkk1Þ with N > m. It is thus sufﬁcient to deﬁne U such that
Uðkk1Þ 6 UðkkÞ
2
Nþ1 ;8k ¼ 1; . . . ;m, since Uð>Þ ¼ 1. h
However, the above results show the existence of Choquet-integral-based reﬁnements of Sugeno integral orderings, but
not their unicity. This lemma implies that Sugeno integral can be reﬁned by a Choquet integral using the same mapping as
the one used in (25) for representinglsugL by a sum of products, choosing the constant N large enough (as shown in the above
proof). Hence the following result:
Theorem 12. ~asug~b implies ChUjðUð~aÞÞ > ChUjðUð ~bÞÞ, where Uð~aÞ is the tuple with components UðaiÞ.
Proof. Suppose thatSjð~aÞ ¼ max
j¼1;...;m
minðkj;jðAkj ÞÞ > Sjð~bÞ ¼ maxj¼1;...;m minðkj;jðBkj ÞÞ:
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Pm
j¼1UðjðAkj ÞÞ  ðUðkjÞ Uðkj1ÞÞ >
Pm
j¼1UðjðBkj ÞÞ UðkjÞ The latter term is clearly lar-
ger than
Pm
j¼1UðjðBkj ÞÞ  ðUðkjÞ Uðkj1ÞÞ. h
Denote this reﬁnement of Sugeno integral ordering as ch. It is clear that:
Corollary 13. ch satisﬁes weak preferential independence (WPI) restricted to co-monotonic tuples.
The pending question is then whether the latter reﬁnement ch deﬁned by a Choquet integral coincides with lsugL . The
answer is no in the general case. It may happen that ~a lsugL ~b while ~b ch ~a. For instance in the above example note that
 ChUjð~aÞ ¼ Uð>Þ Uð2Þ þUð4Þ  ðUð4Þ Uð2ÞÞ þUð4Þ  ðUð5Þ Uð4ÞÞ ¼ Uð2Þ þUð4Þ  ðUð5Þ Uð2ÞÞ
 ChUjð~bÞ ¼ Uð2Þ þUð5Þ  ðUð4Þ Uð2ÞÞ þUð2Þ  ðUð5Þ Uð4ÞÞ þUð2Þ  ðUð7Þ Uð5ÞÞ
¼ Uð2Þ þUð4Þ  ðUð5Þ Uð2ÞÞ þUð2ÞðUð7Þ Uð5ÞÞ > ChUjð~aÞ.
while ~alsugL ~b. The point is that the original expression (3) of the Sugeno integral involves redundant pairs of the form
ðki;jðAkj ÞÞ and ðkjþ1;jðAkjþ1 ÞÞ, with jðAkj Þ ¼ jðAkjþ1 Þ (like pairs ð4;4Þ and ð5;4Þ in the example). The quantity ElsugL (likewise
lsugL ) can be seen as problematic for the following reasons:
 It depends on the number of elements in the scale Lwe consider. Namely, if we introduce an additional level k, between kj
and kjþ1, all other things being the same, E
lsug
L ð~aÞ will change (the term UðjðAkj ÞÞ UðkjÞ þUðjðAkjþ1 ÞÞ Uðkjþ1Þ becomes
UðjðAkj ÞÞ UðkjÞ þUðjðAkj ÞÞ UðkÞ þUðjðAkjþ1 ÞÞ Uðkjþ1Þ (as jðAkj Þ ¼ jðAkÞ).
 It counts the contribution of the same set twice (computing vðjðAkjþ1 ÞÞ  ðvðkjÞ þ vðkjþ1ÞÞ, when jðAkj Þ ¼ jðAkjþ1 Þ), while the
Choquet integral avoids such a double counting (using a single term vðjðAkjþ1 ÞÞ  ðvðkjþ1Þ  vðkj1ÞÞ.
So, it seems reasonable to strip matrices ½~ajL from all pairs ðki;jðAkj ÞÞ which never affect the value of Sugeno integral (3).
These are pairs where jðAkj Þ ¼ jðAkjþ1 Þ and likewise rows ðki;jðAkj ÞÞ for which Akj ¼ ;. Let Jð~aÞ ¼ fj : Akj–;;jðAkj Þ–
jðAkjþ1 Þ; j ¼ 1;mg be the set of non-redundant indices for ~a. Sugeno integral can be equivalently expressed as Sjð~aÞ ¼
maxj2Jð~aÞminðkj;jðAkj ÞÞ: Let ½~aj and ½~bj be the non-redundant matrices so-constructed. They have respectively jJð~aÞj and
jJð~bÞj rows, and missing rows of the form ð?;?Þ can be artiﬁcially added to the smallest matrix so as to let them have the
same size. A new relation lsug is deﬁned by comparing such matrices ½~aj and ½~bj using leximaxðlminÞ.
In the above example, it comes down to removing rows ð4;4Þ; ð7;?Þ; ð>;?Þ from ½~ajL and ð5;2Þ; ð>;?Þ from ½~bjL. Namely:½~aj ¼ 5 4
2 >
 
; ½~bj ¼
7 2
4 5
2 >
0
B@
1
CA:Then, with such reduced matrices, ~b lsug ~a because ð7;2Þ lmin ð2;?Þ, and ~bch~a as well.
Note that this deletion process does not affect the result of the Choquet integral transform, as can be checked on the
example, by recomputing ChUjð~aÞ and ChUjð~bÞ on the above matrices. However, even after deletion of redundant pairs
as proposed above, both orderings lsug and ch do not coincide. In particular, one may have ½~aj 
lmaxðlminÞ ½~bj while
~bch~a. To see it consider tuples of the form ~a ¼ kAc and ~b ¼ lBc with >P k > c and >P l > c, jðAÞ ¼ l and jðBÞ ¼ k.
The corresponding matrices are:½~aj ¼ k l
c >
 
; ½~bj ¼ l k
c >
 (e.g. delete row ð7;2Þ in the previous example matrix ½~bj). It is clear that~a 
lsug ~b. However, ChUjð~aÞ ¼ UðlÞ  ðUðkÞ UðcÞÞþ
UðcÞ, while ChUjð~bÞ ¼ UðkÞ  ðUðlÞ UðcÞÞ þUðcÞ > ChUjð~aÞ if and only if l > k. The issue of whether ch reﬁneslsug or dis-
agrees with it on the big-stepped quantitative scale remains open, even if it is possible to ﬁnd matrices of real numbers
where ~a 
ch ~b while ~a 
lsug ~b does not hold. For instance consider the last example above where matrix ½~bj has ﬁrst line
ðl; dÞ such thatUðdÞ ¼ UðlÞ UðkÞUðcÞUðlÞUðcÞ. It ensures~a 
ch ~b but~a 
lsug ~b does not hold since d–k, generally. However, the existence
of such a super-increasing mapping and a value d in a ﬁnite scale is not guaranteed since if UðcÞ is very small in front of UðkÞ,
then UðdÞ and UðkÞ should be of a similar order of magnitude even if not equal. This possibility makes sense on a continuous
value scale. This is not what is assumed with discrete qualitative scales were successive steps are far away for one another.
At this stage one should either prove that ch reﬁnes lsug or ﬁnd a pair of tuples where the two orderings are conﬂict. This is
left for further investigation.
It should be noticed that, when the capacity is a possibility measure P (resp. a necessity measure N), none of the above
reﬁnements recovers the ranking of tuples provided by weighted average WAþvðpÞ (resp. WA

vðpÞ). Hence none of them is the
generalization of the WAþvðpÞ ranking nor of the WA

vðpÞ ranking. Actually, lsugL can be viewed as using the leximax(Plmin)
reﬁnement on the standard expression of Sugeno integral (3) while ðWAÞþ applies it to an expression involving a possibility
distribution (since SPð~aÞ ¼maxi¼1;...;n minðai;piÞ), which is turned into a probability distribution. So, lsugL and ch preserve
the capacity while ðWAÞþ reﬁnes it. It should be noticed that for Boolean tuples of the form >A ? where A is a subset of fea-
tures, ChUðjÞð>A ?Þ ¼ UðjðAÞÞ and ElsugL ð>A ?Þ ¼ UðjðAÞÞ  ð
P
k>?UðkÞÞ, which shows that, when j ¼ P, >A ? ch>B ? ()
>A ? lsugL >B ? () PðAÞP PðBÞ, while it was shown that WAþvðpÞð>A ?ÞPWAþvðpÞð>B ?Þ () A Plex B. In other terms,
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the capacity supposedly contains all the information about the importance of features.
5.2. A reﬁnement based on feature ratings
The formulation (4) of Sugeno integral, i.e., Sjð~aÞ ¼maxi¼1;...;n minðai;jðAiÞÞ where Ai ¼ f1;2; . . . ; ig, presupposes that the
feature ratings ai are ranked in decreasing order. It leads to a different reﬁnement. In this case the maximum is performed
over features, not levels in the scale L. We can still use the transformation reﬁning the prioritized maximum (with n features,
instead of the m levels of the scale L). If the ai’s are totally ordered (a1 >    > an), the following expression is obtained:EFlsugð~aÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
vðaiÞ  vðjðAiÞÞ: ð26ÞWhen some ai’s are equal, it is no longer well-deﬁned and the following equivalent formulation is a natural way of extending
it, rewriting (4) under the form Sjð~aÞ ¼maxi¼1;...;n minðai;jðAai ÞÞ:EFlsugð~aÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
jfj : ai ¼ kgj  vðkÞ  vðjðAkÞÞ: ð27ÞLetlf be the preference ordering induced by EFlsug . It is a reﬁnement ofsug . EFlsug also reﬁnes the ordering encodedbyj. Indeed,
EFlsugð>A?Þ is proportional to jAj  vðjðAÞÞ. So, A 
lf B() ðjðAÞ ¼ jðBÞ and jAj ¼ jBjÞ, and A lf B() jðAÞ > jðBÞ or ðjðAÞ ¼
jðBÞ and jAj > jBjÞ. We get a reﬁnement of the j-ordering of sets by their cardinality. It is clear that comparing tuples by means
of lf comes down to comparing matrices ½~ajf with n rows ðai;jðAai ÞÞ by means of the leximax(lmin) ordering.
Moreover, it turns out that lsug and lf are not comparable: lf is not a reﬁnement of lsug , nor is lsug a reﬁnement of lf ,
as shown by the following counterexample.
Example 14. Let j ¼ P be a possibility measure on three features denoted by 1;2;3. Consider two objects ~a and ~b, and the
following possibility distribution p::Then SPð~aÞ ¼ SPð~bÞ ¼ 8. The tuples of pairs ðkj;PðAkj ÞÞ; j > 0 are:
ð6;>Þ; ð7;>Þ; ð8;8Þ; ð>;?Þ for ~a and ð6;>Þ; ð7;8Þ; ð8;8Þ; ð>;?Þ for ~b. The non-redundant pairs are ð7;>Þ; ð8;8Þ for ~a and
ð6;>Þ; ð8;8Þ for~b. Hence~a lsug ~b. Now use pairs ðai;PðAai ÞÞ; i ¼ 1;2;3. We get ð8;8Þ; ð7;>Þ; ð6;>Þ for~a and ð8;8Þ; ð8;8Þ; ð6;>Þ
for ~b. Hence ~b lf ~a. Opposite rankings are found.
On this example, the choice of lsug is closer to the intuition than the one of lf , because~b is better than~a only on one fea-
ture of low importance (it could even be a null feature), while~a is better than~b on each important feature. The questionable
point aboutlf is that it again involves redundant information. Namely, it is clear that jðAai Þ ¼ jðAak Þmay occur when ai–ak
andmoreover, identical rows appearwhen ai ¼ ak. The following algorithm constructs reduced non-redundantmatrices ½~aj	:
Algorithm: Constructing ½~aj	 from ½~ajf
(1) Rank features such that i < k implies ai P ak;
(2) For i ¼ 2; . . . ;n do: If ai ¼ ai1, then delete row i 1 (it is the same as row i),
 else if jðAai Þ ¼ jðAai1 Þ then delete row i.Matrices ½~ajf and ½~bjf in the example again contain redundant rows. For instance, Pðf1;3gÞ ¼ >, so that line ð6;>Þ is
redundant in ½~ajf , while ð8;8Þ is once too many in ½~bjf . Now the remaining matrices are ½~aj	 lmaxðlminÞ ½~bj	. These matrices
½~aj	 and ½~bj	 are the same as ½~aj and ½~bj after deletion of redundant rows. This is no coincidence.
Proposition 15. ½~aj	 ¼ ½~aj.
Proof. To form matrix ½~aj, all rows ðk;jðAkÞÞ such that jðAai Þ ¼ jðAkÞ; k < ai and Ak ¼ ; are deleted from ½~ajL. Remaining
rows are thus of the form ðai;jðAai ÞÞ for some feature i and, by construction, all remaining ai’s are distinct and such that
if ak < ai then jðAak Þ > jðAai Þ. They belong to ½~ajf . The above algorithm applied to ½~ajf ﬁrst keeps only one row among
the identical ones. The matrix obtained at this point still contains all rows in ½~aj. Next, all rows ðak;jðAak ÞÞ such that there
is a feature i, for which ak > ai and jðAak Þ ¼ jðAai Þ are deleted. So ½~aj	 contains all rows of ½~aj. But converse is true as well
since if not then the corresponding row of ½~aj	 not in ½~aj, say ðak;jðAak ÞÞ would be such that if ak < ai then jðAak Þ > jðAai Þ.
By construction, this row is present in ½~ajL and would never be deleted when constructing ½~aj. So this case is impossible. h
So the relation lsug is the same whether we use features or steps in the value scale, after deleting redundant rows.
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The information contained in a capacity j can be expressed in a non-redundant way by means of its qualitative Moebius
transform; it is another set-function j# deﬁned in [20] by j#ðAÞ ¼ jðAÞ if jðAÞ > maxfjðBÞ : B  Ag and j#ðAÞ ¼? otherwise.
It is clear that j# contains the minimal information to reconstruct j as:jðAÞ ¼max
B#A
j#ðBÞ: ð28ÞFunction j# plays the role of a ‘‘qualitative” basic probability assignment instrumental in Shafer’s theory of evidence and
obtained via Moebius transform. The subsets B that receive a positive support in terms of j# play the same role for j as
the focal elements in Shafer’s theory of evidence [34]: they are the primitive items of knowledge. Eq. (28) appears as the
qualitative counterpart of the deﬁnition of a belief function (even if j may fail to satisfy axiom BEL) or an inner measure.
The set-function j# can also be viewed as a possibilistic mass assignment, a possibility distribution over the power set
2F. Indeed, (28) is also a generalization of the deﬁnition of the degree of possibility of a set in terms of a possibility distri-
bution on F. Indeed, the function P#ðEÞ ¼? as soon as E is not a singleton, and P#ðfigÞ ¼ pi;8i 2F.
In the third expression (5) of Sugeno integral, the set-function j can be replaced without loss of information by j#. We
now get another expression of Sugeno integral, maximizing over the family P#ðFÞ of subsets of features A with j#ðAÞ– ?:Sjð~aÞ ¼ max
A2P#ðFÞ
minðj#ðAÞ;aAÞ; ð29Þwhere aA ¼ mini2Aai. The above expression of Sugeno integral has the standard maxmin form viewing j# as a possibility dis-
tribution over the power set of F, since maxA#Fj#ðAÞ ¼ >. Moreover, the use of j# instead of j avoids a lot of potential
redundant terms that appear in the other formulations and created difﬁculties when reﬁning Sugeno integral. The above
expression is optimally non-redundant in this sense. Moreover, the form (29) is very similar to the optimistic possibilistic
criterion Wþp because j# is an extension of the possibility distribution explicitly appearing in (6). Hence it is tempting to
apply the super-increasing transform v to (29). Doing so changes a maxmin form into a sum of products:Elsug# ð~aÞ ¼
X
A22F
vðaAÞ  v	ðj#ðAÞÞ:Ranking tuples by Elsug# ð~aÞ comes down to a leximax(Plmin) comparison of ð2n  2Þmatrices with rows of the form ðj#ðAÞ;aAÞ.
Notice that here the referential is notF nor L, but 2F and j#ð;Þ ¼?; so, in the deﬁnition of v, we set N ¼ 2jFj. Function v	 is
the normalization of v in such a way that
P
A22Fv	ðj#ðAÞÞ ¼ 1. So, the function m# : 2F # ½0;1:m#ðAÞ ¼ v	ðj#ðAÞÞ
is a mass assignment in the sense of Shafer [34]; in particular, m#ð;Þ ¼ 0. Note that m# is a big-stepped mass function in the
sense that:m#ðAÞ > 0) m#ðAÞ >
X
B#F;s:t: m#ðBÞ<m#ðAÞ
m#ðBÞ:A consequence of this property is that if j#ðAÞ >? then m#ðAÞ > maxBAm#ðBÞ since when A  B and j#ðAÞ >?;j#ðBÞ >?,
then j#ðAÞ < j#ðBÞ. Now, it is easy to show that vðaAÞ ¼ vðmini2AaiÞ ¼mini2AvðaiÞ. Then:Elsug# ð~aÞ ¼
X
A#F
m#ðAÞ min
s2A
vðaiÞis a Choquet integral with respect to a belief function which reﬁnes the original Sugeno integral, noticing that the expression
of a Choquet integral of a tuple of ratings in terms of the Moebius transform mv of a numerical capacity v is of the formChvð~aÞ ¼
X
A#F
mvðAÞ min
s2A
vðaiÞ:Letting Bel#ðAÞ ¼
P
B#Am#ðBÞ be the belief function induced by m#, the Choquet integral Elsug# also reads:Elsug# ð~aÞ ¼ ChBel# ð~aÞ ¼
Xm
j¼1
Bel#ðAkj Þ  ðvðkjÞ  vðkj1ÞÞ:This shows that any Sugeno integral can be reﬁned by a Choquet integral w.r.t a belief function. In summary:
Theorem 16. For any Sugeno integral Sj, there exist a Choquet integral ChBel with respect to a belief function Bel and a utility
function u such that:Sjð~aÞ > Sjð~bÞ ) ChBelðuð~aÞÞ > ChBelðuð~bÞÞ:
Contrary to the solution obtained in the previous section, the capacity j is generally not preserved under the present
transformation. The resulting Choquet integral is always pessimistic, and sometimes not more discriminant than the original
criterion.
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 If j is a possibility measureP, then j#ðAÞ is positive on singletons of positive possibility only. In other words, j# coincides
with the possibility distribution of P and the mass function obtained by the super-increasing transformation is a proba-
bility assignment onF. Then the Moebius expression of Sugeno integral coincides with the expression of the prioritized
maximum. So m# is a regular big-stepped probability function and Choquet integral reduces to a regular weighted aver-
age. We retrieve the maximal reﬁnement WAþvðpÞ of the prioritized maximum presented in Section 4.2.
 On the contrary if j is a necessity measure N, ChBel# does not collapse at all with the pessimistic expected utility WAvðpÞ.
Indeed, if j is a necessity measure N, j#ðAÞ is positive on alpha-cuts of the possibility distribution only. So the mass
assignment m# is positive on the nested family of sets Ai, and the belief function Bel# is a necessity measure ordinally
equivalent to the original one. In this case, the resulting Choquet integral is one with respect to a necessity measure. Only
the ‘‘max–min” framing of Sugeno integral has been turned into a ‘‘sum–product” framing: the transformation has pre-
served the nature of the original capacity and the capacity-preserving reﬁnement ch identiﬁed in ﬁrst part of Section
5 is retrieved.
7. Reﬁning capacities
The above results motivate an investigation into the conditions under which a capacity can be reﬁned. When utility tuples
are of the zero–one type, capacity-preserving reﬁnements are totally useless since Sugeno integral then coincides with jðAÞ
for some set A. In some situations, the full-ﬂedged reﬁnement of a Sugeno integral should reﬁne the capacity itself, as shown
in the case of prioritized minimum and maximum. In this section, some preliminary deﬁnitions and results are presented to
this aim. The ultimate goal is to get as close as possible to enforcing strict Pareto-dominance (Axiom SPAR). Examples of like-
lihood ordering achieving this goal are discrimin and leximin lexicographic reﬁnements of possibility measures [15,12]. We
show how to extend these types of reﬁnements to capacities.
7.1. Coping with the strict Pareto principle
Axiom SPAR in the Boolean setting reads: 8A;B disjoint: B not null implies jðA [ BÞ > jðAÞ. Indeed, as the set A, viewed as
a tuple, is Pareto-dominated by A [ B, the latter should be more important than B. When there are no non-empty null sets, it
comes down to requiring jðAÞ > jðBÞ whenever the strict inclusion B  A holds. A weaker requirement is as followsS : 8A;B disjoint : jðBÞ >?) jðA [ BÞ > jðAÞ ðStrictnessÞ
since jðBÞ >? implies that B is not null. A capacity exhibits limited discrimination power if there exist two disjoint sets A;B
such that jðBÞ >? and jðA [ BÞ ¼ jðAÞ. So, we aim at deﬁning for any original capacity j, another capacity j0 reﬁning the
ordering induced by the former, and satisfying axiom S, at least. This axiom seems to have been ﬁrst proposed by Wang
[40] under the name converse null-additivity. The converse of axiom S is:NA : 8A;B disjoint : jðA [ BÞ > jðAÞ ) jðBÞ >? :
This axiom also writes jðBÞ ¼?) jðA [ BÞ ¼ jðAÞ and is called null-additivity by Wang [39] (see also Pap [29]). When NA or S
holds with equivalence, the corresponding property is denoted by NAS.
Proposition 17. For capacities, NAS implies SPAR
Proof. Assume that 8A;B disjoint: jðA [ BÞ > jðAÞ () jðBÞ >?. If jðBÞ >? then B is not null and jðA [ BÞ > jðAÞ. If jðBÞ ¼?,
then 8A disjoint from B, jðA [ BÞ ¼ jðAÞ, hence B is null, and SPAR does not apply. h
Notice that axiom S is a weak form of a property of the ordering induced by Shafer’s belief functions [42], namely:BEL : 8A;B;C disjoint sets : jðA [ BÞ > jðAÞ ) jðA [ B [ CÞ > jðA [ CÞ:
In fact likelihood relations that are monotonic with inclusion and obey this property can always be represented by belief
functions Bel [42]. In particular, necessity measures satisfy it.
Axiom S is retrieved when assuming A ¼ ;. The converse implication is a property of the ordering induced by Shafer’s
plausibility functions PlðAÞ ¼ 1 BelðAcÞ, hence also satisﬁed by possibility measures (even if A and B are not disjoint):PL : 8A;B; C disjoint sets : jðA [ B [ CÞ > jðA [ CÞ ) jðA [ BÞ > jðAÞ:
Note that BEL and PL are just slight reinforcements of the property 8A; B;C disjoint sets: jðA [ BÞ > jðAÞ ) jðA [ B [ CÞP
jðA [ CÞ; which trivially holds whenever j is monotonic with inclusion. Joining BEL and PL, the following property stronger
than NAS can be considered:BELPL : 8A;B;C disjoint : jðA [ BÞ > jðAÞ () jðA [ B [ CÞ > jðA [ CÞ:
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sets, that underlies comparative probabilitiesPRAD : 8A; B; and 8C disjoint from A [ B : jðBÞP jðAÞ () jðB [ CÞP jðA [ CÞ:
PRAD implies BELPL that implies SPAR. The converse is not true. Remembering that due to the strong violation of indepen-
dence PI, not all capacities can be reﬁned by a comparative probability; capacities whose induced orders could be reﬁned in
this way are the ones such that8A; B; and 8C disjoint from A [ B : jðBÞP jðAÞ ) jðB [ CÞP jðA [ CÞ:
These functions are studied by Dubois [11] and Chateauneuf [9]. They are decomposable measures in the sense that there
exists an operation H on L such that if A \ B ¼ ; then jðA [ BÞ ¼ jðAÞHjðBÞ.
A straightforward way to construct an ordering on events satisfying BELPL, hence Pareto-dominance, in the absence of
null elements, is to reﬁne the ranking induced by j by means of the inclusion relation:BjA() jðBÞ > jðAÞ or A  B:
j is obviously a transitive but partial ordering. Basically, each equivalence class Cj of equally important sets in the sense of
j is internally partially ordered by the relation . The partial ordering j restricted to each Cj can be embedded into a weak
order, for instance considering cardinality (as obtained earlier in the reﬁnement of Sugeno integral based on feature ratings
of Section 5.2):Bcardj A() jðBÞ > jðAÞ or ðjðBÞ ¼ jðAÞ and jAj < jBjÞ:
This relation can be represented by a capacity jcard reﬁning j (e.g. jcardðAÞ ¼j A j vðjðAÞÞ, as already done in Section 5.2).
For any capacity j, the relations j and cardj satisfy axiom BELPL. Indeed, by construction, B j ; always holds if B – ;,
and so does A [ B j A. The capacity jcard is one among other possible reﬁnements of j. Since it satisﬁes BELPL, we get a
ranking that can be represented by both a plausibility and a belief function. The study of such measures of uncertainty char-
acterized by Axiom BELPL is out of the scope of the present paper.
7.2. Discri- and Lexi-reﬁnements of capacities
A natural reﬁnement of a possibility measure P is called discrimax reﬁnement [15], and it is deﬁned by A Pdmax B()
PðA n BÞ > PðB n AÞ. The discrimax reﬁnement of a capacity j is then deﬁned likewise using the qualitative Moebius trans-
form j# of j introduced in Section 6:A jdcap B() maxE;E#A;EBj#ðEÞ > maxE;E#B;EAj#ðEÞ: ð30ÞIn this deﬁnition, all subsets common to A and B play the same role in the expressions of jðAÞ and jðBÞ and are cancelled
since they cannot discriminate between them. It is easy to check that this partial order reﬁnes the ranking induced by j,
since if jðAÞ > jðBÞ, there is a set E#A such that j#ðEÞ > maxF#Bj#ðFÞ. Moreover, the dcap relation is also of the BEL type:
Proposition 18. Relation jdcap satisﬁes BEL.
Proof. Suppose A \ B ¼ ;. Then suppose A [ B dcap A. Since fE : E#A; EA [ Bg ¼ ;, it comes down tomaxE#A[B;EAj#ðEÞ >?.
So there is E	#A [ B; E	Awith j#ðE	Þ >?. Now fE : E#A [ B; EA [ B [ CÞ ¼ ; again. But clearly E	 2 fE : E#A [ B [ C; E
A [ Cg, so maxE#A[B[C;EA[Cj#ðEÞ >?. So A [ B [ C dcap A [ C. h
Note that when j is a possibility measure, then Pdcap satisﬁes even axiom PRAD (hence BELPL), and is self-conjugate
(APdcapB() BcPdcapAc). It reﬁnes the conjugate necessity measure as well. However, in general jdcap is not self-conjugate,
and is generally not of the PL type as the existence of E	#A [ B [ C while E	A [ C does not ensure that E	#A [ B and E	A
(for instance if E	 ¼ A [ B [ D with D#C not empty).
The lexicographic reﬁnement jlcap of jdcap is a ranking deﬁned likewise:A jlcap B() ~A lmax ~B; ð31Þwhere~A (resp.~B) is the tuple with size 2F containing all values j#ðEÞ, 8E#A (resp. 8E#B), and ? otherwise. It is clear that if
j is a possibility measure, then jlcap boils down to the leximax possibility ordering PLex , encountered in previous sections. It
is possible to construct a capacity jlmax on a reﬁned ordinal scale K encoding this reﬁnement. Using a super-increasing trans-
formation, it is possible to turn it into a big-stepped belief function with mass function vðj#ðÞÞ, as shown in the previous
section. So, jlcap is also a complete preordering of the BEL type.
However, the above reﬁnements are ineffective on necessity measures. Indeed, consider a possibility distribution p
such that p1 > . . . > pn P pnþ1 ¼?. Then let Ei ¼ f1; . . . ; ig. The qualitative Moebius transform of a necessity measure N based
on p is of the formN#ðAÞ ¼ mðpiþ1Þ if A ¼ Ei and? otherwise. Moreover, NðAÞ ¼maxEi #AN#ðEiÞ. Suppose NðAÞ ¼ NðBÞ. It means
that NðAÞ ¼ NðBÞ ¼ N#ðEiÞ for some Ei#A \ B. But clearly, fE : N#ðEÞ >?; E#A; EBg ¼ ; since if not, then it is Ej for some
j > i, but then it would mean NðAÞ ¼ mðpjþ1Þ > mðpiþ1Þ. So the sets E#A while EB are such that N#ðEÞ ¼?; and likewise
Table 1
Comparison of reﬁned capacities.
Relation Is the same as Type Case j ¼ P
A jdcap B Bc dcapjc Ac BEL Pdmax
A jcdcap B Bc dcapj Ac BEL Does not reﬁne N
Bc jdcap Ac A dcapjc B PL Pdmax
Bc jcdcap Ac A dcapj B PL Does not reﬁne P
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does not reﬁne N .
7.3. Outer qualitative Moebius transforms
In order to directly reﬁne a necessity measure, another qualitative representation of a capacity j, a set-function denoted
by j#, can be used, the knowledge of which is enough to reconstruct the capacity:j#ðAÞ ¼ jðAÞ if jðAÞ < minfjðFÞ : A  Fg
and j#ðAÞ ¼ > otherwise. The original capacity is then retrieved as jðAÞ ¼minA# Fj#ðFÞ, which reminds of outer measures.
Function j# can be called outer qualitative mass function of j, as jðAÞ is recovered from j# via weights assigned to supersets
of set A, while j# stands for an inner qualitative mass function. So we could consider reﬁning the j ordering as follows:A dcapj B() minE:A# E;BEj
#ðEÞ > min
E:B# E;A E
j#ðEÞ: ð32ÞProposition 19. Relation dcapj satisﬁes PL.
Proof. Suppose A;B;C disjoint. Then suppose A [ B [ C dcapj A [ C. Since fE : A [ B [ C# E;A [ C Eg ¼ ;, it comes down to
the inequality minA[C#E;A[B[C Ej#ðEÞ < >. So there is E	;A [ C# E	;A [ B [ C E	 with j#ðE	Þ < >. Now fE : A [ B# E;
A Eg ¼ ; again. But clearly E	 satisﬁes A# E	 and A [ B E	, so minEA# E;A[B Ej#ðEÞ < >. So A [ B dcapj A. h
However, this relation is generally not of the BEL type. Interestingly, the inner qualitative mass function jc# of jc is related to
the outer qualitative mass function j#:j#ðAÞ ¼ mðjc#ðAcÞÞ:
Indeed, jðAÞ < minfjðFÞ : A  Fg also writes jcðAcÞ > maxfjcðFcÞ : Fc  Acg. For instance, N#ðEÞ – > only if E ¼F n fig for
some i 2F, and then N#ðF n figÞ ¼ mðpiÞ. As a consequence,A dcapj B() minE:A# E;BE mðj
c
#ðEcÞÞ > minE:B#E;A E mðj
c
#ðEcÞÞ:But E#B; EA also write Bc# Ec;Ac Ec , so,A dcapj B() max
E:E#Ac ;EBc
jc#ðEÞ < max
E:E#BcEAc
jc#ðEÞ () Bc j
c
dcap A
c
:If j is a necessity measure, then we get A dcapN B() Bc Pdcap Ac which is equivalent to APdcapB. However, this is not true in
general so that the four relations made of dcapj , dcapj and their conjugates will differ from one another.
Altogether this study lays bare two possible lines of reﬁnements of a capacity j and its conjugate, using the outer and
inner Moebius transforms. There is no unique capacity which reﬁnes both a prescribed capacity and its conjugate, except
for special cases like probability measures. In the case of possibility measures,PðAÞ > PðBÞ does implyPðBcÞP PðAcÞwhich
allows for such a conjoint reﬁnement: jdcap and dcapjc coincide when j (resp. jc) is a possibility (resp. a necessity) measure.
However, in the general case, we may have jðAÞ > jðBÞ and jcðBÞ > jcðAÞ. Moreover, jdcap and dcapj may produce conﬂict-
ing rankings (if jðAÞ ¼ jðBÞ one may get A jdcap B and B dcapj A as each ordering is obtained from distinct sets of values). So
one may get up to four reﬁnements, two obeying axiom BEL, the others obeying the axiom PL (see Table 1). A complete com-
parison of these variants is a matter of further research.
8. Conclusion
This paper tries to bridge the gap between qualitative and quantitative criteria for decision-making with a view to
increasing the discrimination power of the latter, especially to respect Pareto-dominance in the strict sense. We provide pre-
liminary results when the weight function, expressing the importance of features or the likelihood of states, is encoded by a
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to reﬁne weak orders induced by Sugeno integral by means of lexicographic schemes extending leximin and leximax. It also
shows the existence of Choquet integrals that characterize reﬁned rankings. Two approaches have been proposed: one that
preserves the capacity at work in Sugeno integral, the other focusing on the basic information sufﬁcient to generate the
capacity. Moreover, we show that the issue of addressing the lack of discrimination due to the max–min form of Sugeno inte-
gral is distinct from the problem of enhancing the discrimination power of the capacity itself. The possibility of reﬁning the
rankings of decisions induced by Sugeno integral enhances its applicability in identiﬁcation problems where the underlying
capacity must be learned from preference data containing more classes than the qualitative value scale can allow.
Note that these results rely on the ﬁniteness of the setting. Extending these results to inﬁnite spaces looks hopeless be-
cause lexicographic schemes cannot be simulated by continuous operations, generally. Several questions remain open.
(1) More work is needed to compare the leximaxðlminÞ ranking reﬁning Sugeno integral in its standard form with the Cho-
quet integrals reﬁnements.
(2) A detailed study of lexicographic reﬁnements of a capacity is needed. The reﬁned capacity can be used so as to improve
capacity-preserving reﬁnements of Sugeno integral, in case of a tie with respect to stochastic dominance. The quali-
tative Moebius transform approach could also beneﬁt from the obtained results on capacity reﬁnement, especially the
use of outer qualitative mass functions looks promising to fully retrieve the canonical reﬁnement of the prioritized
minimum in the qualitative Moebius transform approach to the reﬁnement of Sugeno integral.
(3) Lastly, one may consider ﬁnding a system of axioms characterizing the reﬁned decision rules proposed here, by putt-
ing together Savage axioms and Sugeno integral axioms in some way.
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